Does Neutron Radiation Therapy Potentiate an Immune Response to Merkel Cell Carcinoma?
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Abstract

Background: Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC) is a rare and aggressive cutaneous malignancy. In the advanced setting, MCC is often treated with immune checkpoint inhibitors such as anti-PD-1/PD-L1 antibodies. X-ray radiation therapy (XRT) is commonly used for palliation. There is an unmet need for new treatment options in patients progressing on immunotherapy and XRT. We present 2 patients with progressive MCC who were successfully treated with high linear energy transfer neutron radiation therapy (NRT).

Clinical Observations: Patient A, an 85-year-old white male with chronic lymphocytic leukemia had progressive MCC with multiple tumors on the face despite prior XRT and ongoing treatment with pembrolizumab. The 5 most symptomatic lesions were treated with a short course of NRT (2 × 3 Gy) while continuing pembrolizumab. All irradiated facial lesions demonstrated a complete response 2 weeks after NRT. Remarkably, an additional 4 lesions located outside the NRT fields also completely resolved. Patient B, a 78-year-old white male with no immunosuppressive condition had recurrent MCC in the scalp and bilateral cervical nodes. The painful, ulcerative tumors on his scalp were progressing despite multiple courses of XRT and multiple immunotherapy regimens, including pembrolizumab. He was treated with NRT (16-18 Gy) to the scalp and had a complete response with successful palliation. While his disease subsequently progressed outside the NRT fields, the response to NRT bridged him to receive further investigational immunotherapies, and he remains disease free 3 years later.

Conclusion: Short courses of high linear energy transfer particle therapy deserve consideration as a promising modality for local tumor control in XRT refractory tumors. The out-of-field response suggests that NRT has potential for synergizing with immunotherapy. While more data are required to identify optimal NRT parameters, the NRT dose that potentiates an antitumor immune response appears to be well below organ-at-risk tolerance.
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Introduction

Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC) is a rare and aggressive cutaneous malignancy that is typically sensitive to conventional x-ray radiation therapy (XRT) and has a disease-specific mortality of approximately 40% [1]. Responses to chemotherapy are not durable with a median progression-free survival of 3 months [2]. Approximately 50% of patients respond to immune checkpoint blockade in the advanced or metastatic stages, with a complete response observed in 15% [3]. There is an unmet need for novel treatment options for patients with tumors that are refractory to immunotherapy and XRT.

Fast neutron radiation therapy (NRT) is a form of high linear energy transfer (LET) radiation with a relative biological effectiveness (RBE) similar to therapeutic carbon ions. In comparison, XRT is a low LET form of radiation. Use of NRT is advantageous for the treatment of selected radioresistant tumors, such as salivary gland tumors [4, 5]. The attractiveness of NRT is largely driven by the ability of high LET radiation to overcome mechanisms of tumor radioresistance to low LET radiation, including increased survival of tumor cells irradiated in a hypoxic environment [6], cell cycle effects [7–10], cell proliferation [11], and differential repair of complex forms of DNA damage induced by low and high LET radiations [12, 13]. Cells irradiated by high LET radiations tend to accumulate in the G2/M phase of cell cycle for long periods of time and undergo mitotic catastrophe more frequently than cells irradiated by low LET radiations. Inflammatory cell death modes, such as mitotic catastrophe and necroptosis, are important initiating events to stimulate antitumor immunity [14–16], and high LET radiations may be an attractive modality for stimulating out-of-field immunogenic effects in tumors refractory to low LET radiations.

In this work, we present a new case study (patient A) that highlights the effectiveness of a short course of NRT for the treatment of MCC that was previously refractory to low LET radiation. The patient was progressing on anti-PD1 immunotherapy approximately 1 month before NRT. In this immune-suppressed patient, NRT produced a complete response within the treatment field while also triggering a putative immune-mediated, out-of-field clinical response. The term “abscopal effect” is used to describe the phenomenon when localized radiation therapy is associated with regression of metastatic lesion(s) located outside the radiation field(s) by a putative immune-mediated mechanism [17]. The exact underlying mechanism(s) and triggers to reproducibly generate this effect remain to be elucidated. To gain insight into the clinical significance of short-course NRT as it relates to in-field and out-of-field organ at risk (OAR) toxicity, updated dosimetry and clinical observations for a previously reported patient case by Macomber et al [18] is also presented (patient B). This case series illustrates the use of NRT in combination with immunotherapy to achieve potentially durable clinical responses in patients who had exhausted other treatment options. Prospective clinical trials are needed to identify optimal treatment parameters in combined radiation and immunotherapy treatments.

Fast Neutron RBE, OAR Constraints, and Treatment Planning

The University of Washington clinical neutron therapy system (CNTS) generates fast neutrons by directing 50.5 MeV protons at a beryllium target. Fast neutrons (15-30 MeV average energy) subsequently pass through a primary collimator, flattening filter, and secondary collimator with 40 individually movable leaves. The CNTS neutron beam has depth dose and lateral profiles similar to those produced by a 6 MV x-ray medical linear accelerator. For a typical NRT fraction size of 1.15 Gy per day, and using megavoltage XRT as the standard radiation for comparison, the clinical RBE for CNTS neutrons are ~3 to 4 for most OARs and up to 8 for some tumors [19, 20]. Both of the patients were treated with 3-dimensional conformal radiation therapy planning techniques using a neutron-specific beam model in the Pinnacle treatment planning system [21]. Table 1 lists OAR plan constraints for n = 16 fractions (conventional NRT), n = 10 fractions, and n = 2 fractions (short-course NRT). Additional details of the models and methods used to estimate neutron RBE and the equivalent dose in 2 Gy fractions (EQD2) are detailed in the Appendix. For hypofractionated NRT, the neutron RBE ranges from 2.9 (skin, end point = telangiectasia) to 3.9 (lens, end point = cataracts). The RBE values reported in Table 1 are based on using the same number of fractions for the XRT and NRT treatments (ie, n = 2, 10, and 16). When the NRT treatment is compared with conventionally fractionated XRT, the neutron RBE ranges from 3.5 to 5.0 (n = 16 fractions of NRT) to 5.6 to 9.7 (n = 2 fractions of NRT).

Patient A: Progression on Anti-PD1 Immunotherapy and Treated with a Short-Course of NRT

Patient A was an 85-year-old white male with a history of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (previously treated with rituximab) and recurrent MCC involving multiple skin and subcutaneous lesions on the face and scalp. The patient was initially diagnosed with...
MCC of the glabellar region, for which he underwent wide-local excision with positive margins, and lymphovascular invasion. On sentinel lymph node biopsy, he had an involved right level-2 lymph node. Initial stage was pT2N1aM0 (stage IIIA). Although tumor immunohistochemistry for MCPyV was positive, serology for Merkel cell polyomavirus (MCPyV) oncoprotein antibodies was negative before his resection. Because of multiple medical comorbidities and his inability to attend a 4.5- to 5-week course of conventionally fractionated XRT (~2 Gy per day), a single-fraction radiation therapy (1 × 8 Gy) was delivered postoperatively to the primary surgical bed and the involved neck level using a mix of electrons and megavoltage x-rays.

Eleven weeks later, he developed 2 out-of-field dermal recurrences on his right eyelid and premaxilla, which were treated with 8 and 10 MeV (low LET) electrons using 10 fractions. Another month later, NRT was delivered to 3 of the most symptomatic recurrent lesions: (1) the left premaxilla, 24 × 18 mm²; (2) left eyebrow/ lid, 18 × 14 mm²; (3) right premaxilla, 25 × 25 mm². The gross tumors received a total of 6 Gy in 2 fractions separated by a week (3 Gy per fraction) using 3-dimensional conformal planning (Figure 1A and 1B; Figures 2A through 2D). After a rapid response, 2 additional symptomatic lesions: (1) right eyelid, 25 × 14 mm²; (2) right forehead, 15 × 8 mm², were similarly treated to a total NRT dose of 6 Gy (3 Gy per fraction). Four measurable nonoverlapping asymptomatic index lesions remained untreated: (1) left preauricular; 25 × 27 mm²; (2) right preauricular, 25 × 17 mm²; (3) left temple, 28 × 25 mm²; and (4) left forehead, 14 × 15 mm². Index lesions 1 and 2 were abutting the NRT field edge (50% isodose) (Figure 3), while lesions 3 and 4 were unrelated to any of the NRT fields.

Within 2 weeks, all NRT-treated lesions achieved a complete clinical response (Figure 1C and D; Figure 2E through H). In addition, the 4 out-of-field index lesions exhibited a complete clinical response (Figure 1C and D; Figure 2E through H). The patient had transient grade 1 dermatitis (Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events [CTCAE] version 4) within the NRT field, which resolved within 1 week. There were no immunotherapy-related adverse events. Four-months after radiation, 1 of the 4 out-of-field lesions (index lesion No. 4 in Figure 2 on the left forehead) was biopsy positive for MCC, although the patient remained asymptomatic. His serology was repeated just before the biopsy. While he had a negative MCPyV T-oncoprotein serology at the time of his initial diagnosis, this titer was found to be increased significantly 4 months after completing NRT. The seroconversion could possibly represent a new humoral immune response against the MCPyV facilitated by NRT plus pembrolizumab versus being related to increased tumor burden (ie, increased overall expression of T antigen, which is known to correlate with the antibody titers). Efforts are underway to explore the interpretation of this finding. Nine months later, the patient remains clinically and radiologically without any evidence of disease. The patient continues on pembrolizumab.

### Table 1. Comparison of XRT and NRT OAR plan constraints for n = 2, 10, and 16 fractions. Neutron RBE is computed as the ratio of the XRT to NRT dose for the same number of fractions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OAR for planning</th>
<th>Clinical endpoint</th>
<th>EQD2</th>
<th>n = 2</th>
<th>n = 10</th>
<th>n = 16</th>
<th>n = 2</th>
<th>n = 10</th>
<th>n = 16</th>
<th>RBE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optic nerve</td>
<td>Blindness</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optic chiasm</td>
<td>Blindness</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retina</td>
<td>Blindness</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens</td>
<td>Cataract</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear</td>
<td>Acute serous oitis</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear</td>
<td>Chronic serous oitis</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>Telangiectasia</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacrimal gland</td>
<td>Dry eye</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>Necrosis infarction</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brainstem</td>
<td>Necrosis infarction</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: RBE, relative biological effectiveness; NRT, neutron radiation therapy; XRT, x-ray therapy; OAR, organ at risk; EQD2, equivalent dose at 2 Gy.

To compute the neutron RBE relative to XRT for conventional fractionation, divide the value of EQD2 by the neutron dose (n = 2, 10 and 16 fractions).
Patient B: Update on Patient with Progression on Anti-PD1 Immunotherapy and Treated with NRT

As reported in Macomber et al [18], a 78-year-old white male with no history of immunosuppression had recurrent MCC disease following intralesional and systemic anti-PD1 immunotherapy (pembrolizumab) with disease progression inside and outside prior low LET radiation therapy fields. The patient was treated with definitive doses of fractionated NRT for the fungating gross disease on the central scalp to a total dose of 18 Gy neutron in 12 fractions (1.5 Gy per day, 4 days per week), the bilateral parotid/cervical lymph nodal disease (18 Gy neutron in 10 fractions), and frontal scalp lesions (16 Gy neutrons in 8 fractions). All known sites of disease were treated, and the patient had a complete clinical and radiologic response.

Six months after NRT, he developed 3 small scalp recurrences outside the high-dose NRT fields. At that point, he was treated with monthly injections of long-acting octreotide, but his disease continued to progress with growth of these lesions. In March 2016, he subsequently enrolled in an investigational immunotherapy trial and at week 24 exhibited a radiologic complete response. However, treatment was eventually discontinued due to presence of microscopic residual MCC cells at a biopsied scalp lesion. At this time, he was restarted on anti-PD1 systemic therapy with pembrolizumab. Three years after treatment, the patient is doing well continuing pembrolizumab with no signs of MCC recurrence.

Importantly, his disease has never recurred within the high-dose NRT field, and the palliative response to NRT bridged him to receive therapy in a subsequent investigational trial. Patient B developed CTCAE v4 grade 2 xerostomia (dry mouth) and decreased left-sided hearing with recurrent ear infections indicative of possible CTCAE v4 grade 3 osteoradionecrosis of the...
temporal bone. These toxicities were in the sites of re-irradiation, which were at an elevated risk due to the higher cumulative dose.

**Comparative Assessment of Patient A and B Dosimetry**

Details of the models and methods used to compute neutron RBE and XRT-equivalent EQD2 values are described in the Appendix. Table 2 compares the equivalent NRT and XRT tumor doses for patients A and B to selected XRT treatments from the literature and to a conventional NRT treatment (1.15 Gy per day). All of the NRT and XRT in-field and out-of-field tumor doses in Table 2 are for \( (\alpha/\beta) = 3 \) Gy. For comparison to the Table 1 OAR plan constraints, Table 3 summarizes mean OAR doses for the treatment of patient A with NRT.

Prior to NRT, patient B received a total EQD2 of 73.6 Gy to the entire scalp: 91.2 Gy to the frontal scalp and 52 Gy to the left neck and parotid. The NRT treatments in July 2015 correspond to a photon EQD2 of 99.5 Gy (16 Gy in 8 fractions) to the frontal scalp, 106.7 Gy (18 Gy in 10 fractions) to the parotid/cervical nodes, and 98.8 Gy (18 Gy in 12 fractions) to the central...
scalp. From the comparison of XRT and NRT EQD2 values, one might assume that NRT may exhibit slightly superior local control because of the larger effective dose, that is, EQD2 values in range from 73.6 (entire scalp) to 91.2 Gy (frontal scalp) XRT compared with 98.5 Gy to 106.7 Gy NRT. However, clinical observations indicate that the main difference between the XRT and NRT treatments is that patient B had a rapid, complete and \textit{durable} response to NRT whereas the disease rapidly recurred and progressed when treated with XRT or immunotherapy. Although patient B subsequently enrolled in several immunotherapy trials after small volume out-of-field recurrences, he remained disease free after restarting anti-PD1 systematic therapy with pembrolizumab, which was previously ineffective. It is tempting to speculate that the NRT and/or subsequent immunotherapy may have helped initiate a durable antitumor immune response; however, direct laboratory evidence of antitumor immune activity is currently lacking.

Useful insights into the clinical significance of shorter and longer courses of NRT can be gained by comparing the NRT dosimetry for patients A and B. The EQD2 for Patient B (~100 Gy) is over a factor of 2 larger than the EQD2 for patient A (~46 Gy). However, the treated lesions in patients A and B had a rapid and complete clinical response. These observations suggest that a short course of NRT may be an effective treatment option for patients with recurrent lesions that are refractory to low LET radiations. Additional follow-up of Patient A is needed to confirm that the in-field response to a short course of NRT is as durable as a higher dose NRT treatment.

As expected, the EQD2 for the out-of-field lesions in patient A are much lower than the in-field dosimetry in the same patient. One out-of-field lesion received a 5-fold lower EQD2 of 9.4 Gy, whereas the other 3 out-of-field lesions received an EQD2 10-fold to 42-fold lower than the treated lesions (EQD2 of 1 to 4 Gy compared with 46 Gy for the treated lesions). As another point of reference, it is interesting to note that all of the out-of-field lesions received an EQD2 from the NRT almost a factor of 2 smaller than the EQD2 of 17.6 Gy, which corresponds to $1 \times 8$ Gy of XRT. These observations can either be taken as strong evidence for an out-of-field potentiation of antitumor activity or as evidence that patients with recurrent disease...

\footnote{The 2-fold difference in EQD2 values for patients A and B is relatively insensitive to the tumor $\alpha/\beta$. For $\alpha/\beta = 10$ Gy instead of $3$ Gy (as in Table 2), the EQD2 for patient B is $70$ Gy, and the EQD2 for patient A is $28.6$ Gy. The ratio of the EQD2 for patient B divided by the EQD2 for patient A is $2.4$ with $\alpha/\beta = 10$ Gy instead of $2$ for $\alpha/\beta = 3$ Gy.}
refractory to low LET radiations and immunotherapy can achieve a complete clinical response with doses as low as 0.3 to 2 Gy NRT (EQD2 of 1.1 to 9.4 Gy). The former hypothesis seems more likely than the latter hypothesis given published studies [22, 23], and our experience with the treatment of MCC resistant to XRT.

The mean and maximum NRT dose, as well as the equivalent XRT dose for selected OARs of concern in the treatment of patient A are listed in Table 3. For the cornea, estimates of neutron RBE and EQD2 are based on \((\alpha/\beta) = 1\). For other OARs, the value of \((\alpha/\beta)\) corresponds to the value used to estimate the corresponding neutron plan constraints listed in Table 1. In general, the use of a low rather than high value for \((\alpha/\beta)\) increases the neutron RBE and the equivalent EQD2 value for XRT. When used as a plan constraint, a low value of \((\alpha/\beta)\) for an OAR reduces the risk of treatment complications (ie, the plan constraint is more dose limiting for tumor targets). The use of lower values of \((\alpha/\beta)\) also tends to overestimate the risks of treatment complications when comparing patient-specific OAR dosimetry (Table 3) to a priori plan constraints (Table 1). For MCC patients with skin and subcutaneous lesions on their face treated with a short (2 \(\times\) 3 Gy) course of NRT, the comparison of patient dosimetry and plan constraints suggests that OAR toxicity is unlikely for the lacrimal glands and critical structures in the eye. The doses to other OARs are also unlikely to exceed plan constraints. For example, a maximum OAR dose of 2 \(\times\) 3 Gy NRT corresponds to an EQD2 for XRT of \(<56.5\) Gy for the brain and brainstem, \(<39.5\) Gy for the ears, and \(<28.6\) Gy for

### Table 2. Comparison of Merkel cell carcinoma lesion dosimetry for patients A and B.\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient(^b)</th>
<th>NRT dose (Gy)</th>
<th>Equivalent XRT dose(^c) (Gy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In-field dosimetry</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Out-of-field dosimetry</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** NRT, neutron radiation therapy; RBE, relative biological effectiveness; XRT, x-ray radiation therapy; EQD2, equivalent dose at 2 Gy.

\(^a\)Patient A was treated with 2 \(\times\) 3 neutron-Gy (in-field), and patient B was treated with 8 to 12 fractions for a total of 16 to 18 Gy.

\(^b\)To provide additional clinical context, equivalent XRT and NRT doses are also listed for alternative treatment schedules (Patient *).

\(^c\)Estimates of neutron RBE and equivalent XRT dose are for \((\alpha/\beta) = 3\) Gy.

### Table 3. Equivalent XRT and NRT dosimetry for selected OARs for Patient A (n = 2 fractions).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OAR</th>
<th>NRT Dose (Gy)</th>
<th>RBE</th>
<th>XRT EQD2 (Gy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right optic nerve</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left optic nerve</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optic chiasm</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right lens</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left lens</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right cornea</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left cornea</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right lacrimal gland</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left lacrimal gland</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** XRT, x-ray radiation therapy; NRT, neutron radiation therapy, OAR, organ at risk; RBE, relative biological effectiveness; EQD2, equivalent dose at 2 Gy.
Neutron RT potentiates the immune response

the skin. The plan constraints in Table 1 are based on historical University of Washington clinical experience with NRT in patients who did not receive concurrent immunotherapy, and the plan constraints listed in Table 1 should be used with caution because of the unknown potential for elevated risks from combining NRT and checkpoint blockade systemic therapy.

Discussion and Conclusions

To our knowledge, this is the first case series in the literature describing NRT for the treatment of MCC refractory to low LET radiation. The rapid tumor response to NRT allowed functional preservation of patient A’s eyes with negligible toxicity, in addition to producing an out-of-field abscopal response that is likely immune mediated. It remains to be seen whether high LET radiations are more effective at potentiating an immune response than low LET radiations.

The concept of radiation therapy as a vaccine to instigate tumor antigen release and consequently promote an enhanced antitumor immune response is a relatively new area of active investigation. The vast majority of the work published to date is based on low LET radiation therapy (e.g., electrons, megavoltage x-rays, and protons) because of the widespread availability of treatment facilities. Clinical reports have shown that low LET radiation therapy directed toward one tumor can occasionally result in an abscopal (off-target) effect in patients exhibiting progression on immunotherapy [17, 24]. Additionally, preclinical and clinical data suggest that low LET radiation therapy can work in synergy with immune checkpoint blockade to trigger an abscopal response in a wide variety of tumor types [24–28]. A case of an abscopal effect without immunotherapy was recently described with carbon ions after a full course of treatment that is generally associated with significant toxicity [29, 30]. The role of high LET radiation and immunotherapy was recently reviewed in detail elsewhere [30, 31]. Patient A represents the first report to demonstrate an off-target/out-of-field response using a short course of NRT in combination with checkpoint blockade immunotherapy. The idea of trying to elicit an abscopal response was based on the work of Postow et al [17], who demonstrated an abscopal response in melanoma with the use of an XRT prescription of 3 × 9.5 Gy delivered within 7 days. The neutron RT dose-fractionation scheme of 2 × 3 Gy delivered weekly was derived using an RBE conversion factor of approximately 3 for NRT. Minimal toxicity with durable disease control was observed in the patient after nine months of follow-up, while he continued on an immune checkpoint inhibitor. While the details of the underlying mechanisms remain to be elucidated, there appears to be a strong role for CD8+ effector T-cells, cytokine release, and a decrease in myeloid-derived suppressor cells [17, 24, 25].

A 1 × 8 Gy treatment of low-LET radiation (multivoltage x-rays or electrons) was selected initially for patient A in the postoperative setting over standard-of-care conventional fractionated radiation therapy (46-50 Gy in 4.5-5 weeks) due to the patient’s medical comorbidities, and logistical problems with attending a protracted course of radiation therapy. Use of 1 × 8 Gy with low LET XRT (EQD2 = 17.6 Gy) was based on our group’s prior experience with this regimen among patients with metastatic disease, which was associated with a local control rate of 77% [32]. In patient A, 1 × 8 Gy of low LET radiation sufficed to prevent an in-field local regional recurrence at sites of potential microscopic disease in the resected glabellar primary (positive margin) and sentinel node positive neck level-2 region. However, it failed to provide durable local control for the recurrent macroscopic disease sites, and it is unclear what, if any, role his immune status may have played in the process. These observations are in keeping with our published experience correlating higher rates of in-field progression in immunosuppressed patients [32] and preclinical studies showing impaired tumoricidal effects of radiation therapy in immunodeficient mice [33]. A review of 812 patients by Tseng et al [34] of stage I to III MCC treated with conventional XRT similarly showed that immunosuppressed MCC patients have decreased local control and inferior relapse-free survival compared with immune competent patients. That is, they are more radiation resistant.

The poor durability of response to XRT in patients A and B motivated the use of NRT with palliative intent. One of the potential reasons NRT may have a greater capacity for potentiating the immune response is that the modes and kinetics of reproductive cell death differ for low and high LET radiations [35, 36]. A number of in vitro studies have found that apoptosis is initiated by high LET radiation independent of p53 status, whereas low LET radiations are less effective at initiating apoptosis in cells with a mutated or null p53 status [37–39]. Irradiation of p53-null cancer cells by high LET carbon ions favors mitotic catastrophe over apoptosis [40]. This could be relevant in MCC that arise from MCPyV infection in which the viral large T antigen has been shown to inactivate p53 and Rb [41].

Another challenge is identifying the optimal timing of radiation therapy and immunotherapy to potentiate an immune response. Patient A experienced clinical progression on immune checkpoint blockade therapy, and his progressive and painful tumors were threatening his vision. These observations prompted urgent consideration of radiation therapy for symptomatic lesions. Patient A continued on systemic immunotherapy while undergoing NRT. In comparison, patient B’s anti-PD1 therapy
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was discontinued 3 months before NRT. Patient B was only restarted on immunotherapy after out-of-field progression of
disease 6 months later, and he exhibited a robust response to the same after initial progression through octreotide therapy.
Patient B’s palliative NRT course contributed toward his ability to enroll in subsequent systemic immunotherapy trials that
eventually led to a durable complete response.

Young and colleagues [42] showed in murine models of colorectal cancer that anti-CTLA4 immunotherapy or radiation
therapy (20 Gy in 1 fraction) alone had little effect on tumor control; however, CTLA4 administration 7 days before radiation
therapy resulted in a complete response; conversely, only half responded to CTLA4 when administered 5 days after radiation
therapy. Moreover, the mice that demonstrated a complete response were resistant when rechallenged with the same tumor,
which is suggestive of a persistent or long-term immunity. Using the same murine model system, Dovedi et al [43]
demonstrated that radiation therapy (10 Gy in 5 daily fractions) led to tumor PD-L1 expression upregulation at a peak of 3 days
after radiation therapy, which declined significantly 7 days later. This corresponded to improved local control with combined
radiation therapy and PD-L1/PD-1 axis blockade when checkpoint inhibition was administered on day 1 or day 5; conversely,
at 7 days after completion of radiation therapy, when the PD-L1 expression had declined, addition of checkpoint blockade did
not improve local control over radiation therapy alone. These observations support the importance of addressing the timing of
immunotherapy administration and radiation treatments. However, this preclinical data contrast with clinical trials of checkpoint
blockade in MCC, which have yet to show that tumor PD-L1 expression correlates with a higher response rate to
immunotherapy [3].

The use of concurrent checkpoint blockade systemic therapy with NRT may stimulate an anti-immune response more than
from NRT alone. In regard to low LET radiation, Luke et al [44] demonstrated in 73 patients with stage IV metastatic solid tumor
the safety and clinical activity in a phase 1 trial of pembrolizumab administered within 7 days of multisite stereotactic body
radiation therapy (1 to 4 treated sites). Targets exceeding >65 mL received only partial volume irradiation, where an
exploratory subgroup analysis showed similar tumor control compared with total tumor irradiation, which is suggestive of a
response in close vicinity to the radiation target by the combination of radiation and immunotherapy. However, the overall
objective response rates remained low at 13.2%, further highlighting the need for additional studies to identify the optimal
combination of radiation and immunotherapy for maximal efficacy.

Determining the impact of using hypofractionated stereotactic body radiation therapy in combination with immunotherapy in
patients with advanced or metastatic MCC is the subject of an upcoming randomized phase 2 clinical trial (NCT03304639).
Patients A and B receiving NRT suggests the importance of prospective evaluation of high LET radiation therapy as a
promising alternative modality for potentiating an immune response. Although caution with combined NRT and immunotherapy
is prudent, the cases discussed here provide evidence that low doses of NRT in combination with checkpoint blockade
immunotherapy may be well tolerated. Systematic clinical trials are urgently needed to address key factors and challenges
related to the individualization of treatment parameters with the goal of maximizing the response rate to radiation and
immunotherapy.
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**Appendix. Biological Metrics of Comparative NRT and XRT Treatment Effectiveness**

As an aid in comparing megavoltage x-ray treatments to NRT treatments, we computed the biologically equivalent dose and equivalent dose in 2 Gy fractions using the Repair-Misrepair-Fixation (RMF) model [45, 46] to correct for neutron relative biological effectiveness (RBE). In the linear-quadratic approximation to the RMF model, neutron RBE for fraction size \( d \) can be written as

\[
RBE(d) = \left( \frac{\alpha/\beta}{2d} \right) \left( -1 + \frac{4d}{(\alpha/\beta)} \left( 1 + \frac{d}{(\alpha/\beta)} \frac{RBE_{HD}}{RBE_{LD}} \right)^2 \right) RBE_{LD}.
\]

Here, \( Z_F \) is the frequency-mean specific energy (ICRU 1983) [47]; the low dose RBE for cell survival (RBE\(_{LD}\)) is

\[
RBE_{LD} = RBE_{DSB} \left( 1 + \frac{2Z_F RBE_{DSB}}{(\alpha/\beta)} \right) \geq RBE_{DSB},
\]

and the high dose RBE (RBE\(_{HD}\)), that is, the RBE in the limit as the fraction size becomes large compared to \((\alpha/\beta)\), is

\[
RBE_{HD} = RBE_{DSB} \geq 1.
\]

For a spherical target of diameter \( d_N \) and density \( \rho \), \( Z_F \approx LET / \rho d_N^2 = 0.58 \text{Gy} \) for Clinical Neutron Therapy System (CNTS) neutrons (linear energy transfer [LET] \( \sim 60.6 \text{keV/\mu m} \)) and \( d_N = 4.6 \mu m \). In equations (A2) and (A3), the independently tested Monte Carlo Damage Simulation (MCDS) to estimate the \( RBE_{DSB} \) [RBE for DNA double-strand break (DSB) induction] from first principles, For CNTS fast neutrons, \( RBE_{DSB} \approx 2.7 \pm 0.1 \) [48]. Although DSBs are widely considered one of the most biologically critical forms of DNA damage, the vast majority of initial DSBs formed by low and high LET ionizing radiation (>98%) are correctly rejoined. In the RMF model, \( RBE_{HD} \) approaches \( RBE_{DSB} \) because the chromosome aberrations (mainly exchanges) formed by the incorrect rejoining of break ends by low and high LET radiations are equally lethal. The main difference between the incorrect rejoining of DSBs formed by low and high LET radiations is the kinetics of the repair process, which is implicitly reflected in the tumor-specific and tissue-specific value of \((\alpha/\beta)\).

Because the independently tested MCDS is used to estimate \( RBE_{DSB} \) from first principles [6, 48], the conversion of an NRT dose into an equivalent XRT dose is uniquely determined by the particle-specific and tissue-specific product of \( Z_F / (\alpha/\beta) \approx LET / (\alpha/\beta) d_N^2 \) where \( d_N \) is the effective diameter of the cell nucleus. As a first approximation, it is reasonable to assume that the effective LET and diameter of the cell nucleus are approximately the same for all irradiated tissue within the human body. Neutron RBE varies among tissues and tumor cells because of the value of \((\alpha/\beta)\). For CNTS-generated fast neutrons, the majority of the absorbed dose at the cellular-level arises from secondary charged particles, mainly low energy \(^1\text{H}^+\) and \(^4\text{He}^{2+}\) ions. An effective LET of 60.6 keV/\mu m and \( d_N = 4.6 \mu m \) (\( Z_F = 0.58 \text{ Gy} \)) gives neutron RBE values consistent with University of Washington clinical experience. For CNTS neutrons and \((\alpha/\beta) = 10 \text{ Gy} \), \( RBE_{LD} = 3.54 \) and \( RBE_{HD} = 2.7 \). As indicated by
equation (A2), the value of $RBE_{LD}$ increases with decreasing $(\alpha/\beta)$. For example, $RBE_{LD}$ increases to 11.1 for an $(\alpha/\beta) = 1$ Gy. For any fraction size $d$, the value of RBE($d$) computed using equation (A1) will fall within the range ($RBE_{HD}$, $RBE_{LD}$). After computing the tumor-specific and tissue-specific value for RBE($d$) using equations (A1) to (A3), the photon-equivalent biologically equivalent dose (in Gy) for an $n$-fraction treatment is computed as

$$\text{BED}(D, d) = D \cdot RBE(d) \left( 1 + \frac{d \cdot RBE(d)}{\alpha/\beta} \right), \text{ where } D = nd.$$

The photon-equivalent EQD2 (in Gy) is computed as

$$\text{EQD2} = \frac{\text{BED}(D, d)}{\left( 1 + \frac{20\gamma}{\alpha/\beta} \right)} = \frac{\left( 1 + \frac{d \cdot RBE(d)}{\alpha/\beta} \right)}{\left( 1 + \frac{20\gamma}{\alpha/\beta} \right)} D.$$

It is important to note that, in equations (A1) and (A5), the value of $(\alpha/\beta)$ is for the reference radiation (ie, megavoltage x-rays) rather than fast neutrons.